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revealer keylogger pro is a professional-class keylogger. it includes a rich set of features that even the
free version didnt have, such as the ability to record passwords, screen shot options, and even email
notifications. if youre looking to effectively check the activities on your kids computer without being too
obvious and nosy, this is one of the top picks in our spyware archive. its available at a price that isnt too
steep. revealer keylogger pro is a really good keylogger that records everything you type on the system.
you can record passwords, favorites, and screen shots and send the information to your email. the free
version lacks some of the features in the pro version such as the ability to record password, but this is a
definite requirement for the software to be effective. if you want to ensure that you can check your childs
activities at their computer without being too obvious and nosy, this is one of the first choices in our
spyware archive. its available in a free version and a paid version. with revealer keylogger pro edition,
you can see what your child is doing on your pc. your only goal should be to see the childs activities
without being too obvious and nosy, and this program has all the features that are needed. to collect
keystrokes, passwords, and other activities, you must pay for its pro version. what do you get if you
purchase this program? its ability to record all the activities, including their every move on the pc. you
can run the program at startup and check their online activities, email activities, and more. it also has a
stealth mode to protect it from being deleted.
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its no wonder that many people use spyhunter to remove malware. uncovering a spyware is a nightmare
because the malware may camouflage itself in a system program. we have analyzed each and every

version of revealer keylogger. the paid version can monitor what your kids are doing on their devices by
taking screenshots and records their keystrokes. this keylogger can record all the activities of your

computer, whether you use the mouse or not. no need to be stressed about having your privacy violated
if you have a program installed on your pc. the application can be set up to email you a copy of the log

every 2 days. the program itself requires minimum hardware configuration. the program requires
windows xp, vista, 7, 8 and 10. additionally, it only supports english. save any data you have about your
computer, and remove it from your pc with the help of this neat software. revealer keylogger pro is an

extremely simple-to-use yet capable keylogger. the free version doesnt record screen captures but does
capture keyboard. and the paid version can record everything they type on the system tray (keyboard).
however, it doesnt automatically log ip addresses, run in the background, or let you choose the hotkey
combo to show the main window. this is the most useful keylogger in the business. revealer keylogger

pro provides a blend of features that are pretty common on spyware. for example, you can record
keystrokes, passwords, screen shots, and even track email. and if you arent satisfied with the free

version, you can shell out a few bucks for pro keylogger pro. simply put, it records everything typed by
the system, storing the information into a database that can be recovered and analyzed later. its an
effective solution for uncovering a childs activities at their computer and monitoring their passwords.
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